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Stainless steel is so difficult to drill because of it’s hardness,
toughness, and work-hardening properties. As a cutting edge
shears away a chip, it causes the material at the cutting
interface to work-harden, creating a work-affected zone that
makes penetration by subsequent cutting edges more
difficult. Rapid heat build-up and further hardening will follow
if the cutter cannot penetrate this work-hardened surface.
This is characteristic of ordinary hole saws and is why they
fail after just a few cuts.

Applications:
Restaurant Ventilation Hoods, Bar
Surfaces, Aerospace, HVAC,
Electrical Panels, Metal Fabrication,
Instrument Panels

Patented Speed Reducer

Patented Cutter Design

3 Tooth

Materials:
Stainless Steel, Composites,
Glass, Ultra High Strength Alloys

Rake AngleTapered

Stainless steel requires a low cutting speed of about 60 surface feet per
minute (SFPM), roughly half that of low carbin steel, to minimize friction

and heat build-up. The System II coaxial speed reducer is a planetary
gear set that provides a 4:1 gear reduction for the cutter and no

reduction for the pilot drill.
Although an ordinary variable speed drill can rotate slowly, there is not
sufficient torque at low speeds to drive a holecutter. A 1-850 RPM drill
motor with the System II speed reducer will produce an optimal speed

of 0-250 RPM for the holecutting with four times the torque. This torque
is sufficient to drive even the large cutters. This reduction in speed

results in smooth, controllable power greatly improving the cutter
performance and tool life.

Why is stainless steel so difficult to drill?

The Speed Reducer
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EVERGREEN Holecutting
System II with the 1/2”
Milwaukee® Holeshooter
variable speed corded drill. 

EVERGREEN Holecutting
System II with the 1/2”
DeWalt® 3-speed 18V
cordless drill including two
batteries & charger. 

EVERGREEN Holecutting
System II supplied without
a drill motor allowing the 
use of your current drill
motor. Contact us for
details.

Special Threads and
Loosening Washer
The output adapter and cutters feature
a special 4-start thread. These threads
provide greater torque transmission
through the thread and make the cutter
removal much easier and faster,
especially with the aid of the loosening
washer. One tug on the loosening
washer with a 1 inch wrench breaks
the cutter loose for quick removal.

The Pilot
The pilot drill is optimized for

cutting stainless steel. It has an
aggressive edge geometry with a

thin-webbed 135˚split-point design.
This greatly improves the ease of

starting and drilling. Also, the 3/16”
pilot drill has a bit in each end

-turn it around and it’s new again.

Three Great Choices

No Need
For Step Drills

Single Chip
Less Chew-Up
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The real value of the
EVERGREEN Holecutting
System II is in the cost per
hole savings. It outperforms
ordinary hole cutters in every
category. It is designed for
serious hole cutting for
technicians, fabricators and
installers who make their
living working with stainless
steel and other sheet metals.

 EVERGREEN Holecutting  Brand L System II

Cost of cutter $21.98 $13.50or hole saw
Average number 90 12of holes per cutter
Average cutting time 17.5 32(seconds)
Cost per hole $0.83 $2.19(Based on $60/hour)
Savings per year $1,364.00 -(100 holes/month)

Method of Calculation:
Cost of Hole = $ Cost of cutter + Hole cutting time x $60/hour
 Holes per cutter 3,600 sec./hr.
*Rate based on $60 per hour

The arbor accessory is used
to drive the System II holecutter
and pilot drill when used without
the speed reducer. It is intended
to be chucked into any ordinary
drill motor or drill press.

Also ask about our “EVERGREEN QUIK-SEALS®” and “Compression
Seals” to seal penetrations in stainless steel for kitchen hoods and

ductwork fabrication, and many other applications. Our “EVERGREEN
QUIK-PATCH®” offers a solution to unwanted or peviously drilled holes.

This option illustrates a method
of enlarging an existing hole.
Two System II cutters are used,
the smaller cutter acting as a 
pilot to guide the larger cutter.

The arbor extensions are used
to extend the reach of the 
System II holecutters.
Extensions can be used with
the arbor or with the speed
reducer.

Hole Cutting Comparison Cost Data:

Additional Features:
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